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.As was made obv.ious by the recent Student Senate elections, the
Senate Constitution is seriously flawed. The Senate's decision to
rehold the election and to reassess some of the more questionable
aspects of the Constitution's election requirements is admirable.
However, it is to be hoped that their investigation will not just be
limited to the sections whith caused confusion in this election. Aside
from the vague, inconsistent specifications concerning candidacy for
the position of Senate president, and the impractical requirement
that all victories be by a majority, there are other, less widely known ,
but equally important flaws to be examined .
One of the most surprising and potentiall y"harmful omissions in the
Senate Constitution is the lack of any basic conflict of interest clause.
Just as it is common practice for members of the United States Con
gress to divest themselves 'of any business holdings which they, as
representatives,' may be able to influence, Student Senate executives
should not head organizations funded by the Senate itself.
Up until now, most newlyelected Senate executives, finding them
selves in a position of potential conflicts of interest , have voluntarily
resigned one of their positions, either on the Senate, or as the head of
a Senate-funded organization . It was a matter of common sense to
most people that a Senate executive's influence and access to infor
mation would be inappropriate if held by the head of an organization
which was monitored and budgeted by the Senate.
Now, as the school grows larger and more complex, and as the
number of Senate-funded organizations increases, so does the proba
bility of conflicting interests. As it stands, the Senate Consitution has
no rule which denies the heads of Senate-funded organizations the
right to assume executive positions. If the Student Senate is to func
tion fairly and honestly with regard to the organizations it funds , then
such a rule must be adopted .
Intentional or not, the bias brought to an executive seat by the head
of a student organization is strong . No amount of good intentions can
keep the head of an organization from seeing his or her groups in
closer detail and with more interest than other organizations under
.consideration. Senate decisions concerning budgeting and other vital
aspects of an organization's operation would be unfairly biased if
influenced by someone with a vested interest in thilt organization.
In addition , members of the executive board have immediate and
uncensored access to information that may be unavailable to outsid
ers because of its sensitive nature. It would be wrong to allow the
head of one student organization to have access to such information
if all other organizations were denied ·it.
These problems are multiplied if the organization in question is a
newspaper . In such a case, not only could Senate actions be biased
towards the newspaper, but the newspaper's coverage of the Senate
could be biased as well. The newspaper could also have access to
priveledged information. In this way, the conflict of interest would be
detrimental to the objectivity of both a far-reaching decision-making
board and an important source o f campus information.
This semester, t hree members of the Senate's executive committee
are also on the editorial board of the Black Perspective . Although
there have as yetbeen no probLems. this is a ~iJ.uati(~n which should be
examined carefully. The influence wielded by these executives
should be of concern to all student organizations, since as the Senate
now stands , one organization is being more fully represented than
any other.
An amendment to the Senate Constitution guarding against con
flict of interest situations should have been written into the Constitu
tion when it was made up. Since that aspect of Senate executive
restrictions was overlooked then, it is high time to add it if the StudeQt
Senate is to continue to functi o n fairly and honestly with regard to the
organizations it funds .

1HELOAD
Co-Editor/ Art and Production . ... Charis Conn
Co-Editor/ Features . ....... . , . Suzanne Cascio
News Editor . . .............. Valerie McGahee
Assistant Production Manager . . Ursula Abrams
Advertising Manager .... .. .... .. Kurt Kahofer
Tia " Calendar " Adler, Bill "The Cartoon King " Bierwerth ,
Lisa " Inquiring " Collins, Martha " Next Year " Dubinsky,
Bert " Broadway " Fink , Ney " Multi - Faceted" Fonseca Jr.,
Lora " Chauffeur" Gobel , Bill " Garbage " Greenhaus,
Connie " news-in-a -pinch " Johnson, Glenn " Vincent
Canby" Kerman , Michael " Camera" Krieg , Theresa
" Fingers " Lane, Neal " Classifieds" Lerner, Pat " Back Page"
McKenna, Donald " Art " McVinney, Gary " Ombudsman "
Moran, Peter "Mr. Photography" Murad, Eric " Muckraker"
Nagourney, Chris " Reviews " Neils, Jeffry "More-than
a-driver" Robelen, Dan " News-with-a-smile " Sarluca , Brian
" More-than-a-van-driver' s receptionist" Schmitt , David
" International Films" Schwartz , Steven " Trouble " Webber,
Val " Sports " Williamson , and Arthur B. Chubbyhead,
Monsanw Green , Vince comode and all the other
graduates of The Lo ad.
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Former Student
Lauds Payne
To the Editors:
I wish to inform the college
community of what it will
lose if Kenneth Payne's posi
tion in the Anthropology
Board of Study is discon
tinued . I don't know the
details of the dismissal, but I
do know why the college
should do anything in its
power to keep Payne on the
anthropology faculty.
In my four years at Pur
chase I never knew a profes
sor to be more dedicated to
teaching and to his students
than Pa~n~ is. Even though I
graduated last spring, I still
correspond frequently with
him, as do several former stu
dents of his. He always makes
his courses as exciting and
up-to-date as possible. He
complies and supplies stu
dents with exhaustive bibli
ographies so they can do
further reading in areas of
interest to them, and he has
supplied the library with
thousands of book order
.requests, so the college cim
better meet the needs of the
scholarly community. He has
single-handedly founded
and coordinated exhibits in
the anthropological museum
in the Social Science Build
ing. As a teacher, he has
demanding standards, never
succumbing to the latest
intellectual fads or letting his
classes descend to the level of
" rap sessions" or group ther
apy. .In addition, he teaches
many tutorials and inde
pendent studies for which he
does · not receive proper
credit, and he is always availa
ble for consultation, far
beyond the call of duty. In
short, he is a great asset to the
college. Frankly, I doubt if
any other instructor has done
as much for the college in his
or her own field.
I was particu larly fortu nate
to be a student and advisee of
Payne's in my junior and
senior years, since I had
already set my mind on a
career in anthropology. Dur-

ing those years he worked
closely with me, helping me
to discipline my mind and
writing so I would be in a
good position when Iapplied
to graduate schools. That I
wasableto get into Berkeley
and other departments is in
. many ways a testimony to
ways he prepared me. Some
'students from Purchase have
difficulty because the school
is new and largely unknown
outside the Northeast. Stu
dents planning graduate
work can least afford to let
the quality of Purchase
decline due to the loss of
first-rate faculty . Payne

N

he can construct a senrpnl'l!
properly. There are
good writing teachers,
most of them need jobs. let
Payne continue to teach
anth ropology at Purcchase.
Enrollment-minded adminis
trators can let the heavy
enrollment in his classes,and
the large number of studen~:
who choose him as an advisor
or thesis chairman, attest t~
his popularity as a teacher.
The small number of students
who a re anthropology majors
is a short-term fluduation,
and in fact there are more
majors now than when I wasa
senior.

LETTERS
worked with me on theoreti
cal subjects and helped me to
obtain a museum internship
that was decisive to my edu
cation and which provided
the basis of my senior thesis.
As my committee chairman
he not only made ' sure I
worked cqnstantly on the
thesis, but saw me through
my blind alleys and shared in
my discoveries. Writing a the
sis is difficult, and I was lucky
my advisor encouraged me'to
finish it on time rather than
string along for extra
semesters.
Because of his dedication
and willingness to help, some
students, faculty , and admin
istrators have always sought
to exploit him . Now the col
lege wants to put him in a
freshman writing program, or
fire him altogether. In a col
lege that is supposedly trying
to grow, the administration
now wants to retract a line in
anthropology tnat should go
to him. While it is true that
Payne always uses good Eng
lish, and carefully corrects
and criticizes his students'
term papers, this is no excuse
for wasting his talents as an .
anthropologist. He is an
in-sp ira t ion t 0 stu den ts
because of his' involvement
with the subject matter of
anthropology; not because

If the college hopes to
expand it must increase, not
retrench , faculty lines. Stu·
dents as well as professors
must resist these attempts. I
urge students in particularto
fight these cutbacks, noton~
because you are in many
ways less vulnerable , but
because you are the ories
who will have to sustai n cuts
in the quality of your educa·
tion , and that is the un kindest
cut of all .
Sincerely,
Jay Bernstein

Campus Apathetic
A bout Violence
To the Editors:

The following is an open
letter to the college com
munity from an RA on B-1.

What does it take to mobil
ize you people? Is everyone
here so selfish or self
centered that nothing can
prompt you to action un less it
hits you in the face? If that's
what it takes don't be sur
prised if you start spitting
blood damn soon .
After the party of Saturday.
May 2, we had cuts on one
person 's face and another's
hands as a result of glass bot
continued on next page
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Letters
continued from page 2
ties being deliberately
thrown at them.
There was another student
with split lip dripping blood
and an RA forced to the
ground after trying to stop
the assholes responsible for
all this from bashing in a win
dow on C-1 with a tree they'd
just uprooted. That night saw
an inadequately numbered
security force helpless to
control the situation.

a

I'll continue with this fiasco
of a tale. Besides these crea
tures actually resisting and
assaulting our secu rity forces,
it's only lucky that one of
them didn't go through with
his motion to unsheath what
is better descri bed as a short
sword Ihan knife which hung
at his side.
Independent of this is the
outqreak of a fight between
another group of non
students which, when secur
ity ran over to separate, left
the first group to enter the
dorms through our marvel
lously secured doors . It

wasn't security which went in
after them but two other RAs
and myself. I can't believe
how sick the situation was.
Luckily, due to some quick
and tricky walkie talkie work
by security, three were
arrested by Harrison Police.
Oh ye~, let's not forget the
harassment of a female stu
dent by four more kooks.
Any of these outbreaks
could have been disasterous.
There was no logic control
ling that night's visitors to
Purchase. We were just lucky.
The questions regarding the
security this campus fails to
provide us with are many. For
Saturday alone, there are a
multitude.
Come on Dullea, is it sane
or even remotely understan
dable that our image to vis
itors at the PAC or Neuberger
is so fucking important that
you had the "No Trespass
ing" signs at the entrance to
the school taken downi
Good God, there's a sickness
in this campus at all levels.
Once before I wrote a let
ter to The Load asking for
some response and help in
trying to bring legal action

against SUNY to focus atten
tion on our autrocity of a
security system. How much
will it cost before a security
check point is put in at the
school's front gate? Will it
cost the $50 thousand or wha
tever amount of greenbacks,
or will it cost a broken arm on
B-2 or a death on D-1?
If anyone cares to send me
their opinions, views and/or
stories regarding security on
this campus, I need them des
perately for court: Neal
Rosenstein, Box 1560, ext.
5323, or 52 Beach Rd., Great
Neck NY, 11023.
You bet I'm pissed off at
this place.
Sincerely,
Nea I Rosenstei n

Reader 'Repelled'
By Cartoon _
To the Ed itors:
In the 4/14 issue of The
Load, a cartoon appeared
that I'm sure repelled as well
as annoyed a lot of people.
The cartoon not only insults
certain groups (gays, Indians
& Jews) but also shows ele
ments of prejudice.

The Art of Librar)' Use at Purchase
by Lisa McCauley
Everyone who has under
gone freshman year here or
visited the school before
transferring has usually, at
some point or other under
gone the library tour. This
tour (now a do-it-your-selfer)
seems to lack the basic neces
sities in the art of library use.
I, as a third year student (can
you believe it?), through
both observation and expe
rience wish to share my dis
coveries with you.
Ilstarts when you clump up
the spiral staircase. This is
always better achieved when
wearing clogs or shoes of a
similar make. When you
reach the top it is always best
to ignore the fact that eve
ryone you pass feels com
pelled to peer at you over
t~(';r books, to see whether
you might be a friend or a

pleasant distraction. Unless
you are greeted with a chorus
of hellos it is best to deposit
your books (with a thud
please) on the i'deal spot...the
green couch.
Now I must pause at this
point to ascertain that there is
a genuine art in the proper
arrangement of one of those
couches and its use.
First you must arrange the
pillows in the most comforta
ble fashion (slightly slanted,
resting on the arm). Next
comes the removal of your
jacket which must be flung
ever so carelessly upon the
opposite end of the couch.
They you must be sure to
remove your shoes and leave
them in such a manner that
everyone that passes would
have the opportunity to trip
over them.

Now you are ready to
begin. You throw your body
on the couch and feel it sink
into those delicious cushions:
At this point you pick up your
books and upon deciding
which you least detest, open
the pages.
Eagerly you commence
examining, exploring, dis
covering, word upon word
your eyes are glued to the
book. It is exciting, fasina
ting ... 1 wonder if Jim went to
the Pub tonight? ...Oh no the
enemy descends, thoughts
whirl non-stop through your
brain. You pause, jump off
the couch and stretch. Pacing
back and forth you attempt to
clear your mind of all its ver
biage. A deep inhale and you
once again sink into the sea
of cllshions. You force your

This open challenge to
one's sense of humor
seriously makes me question
human nature to take plea
sure in such things. All of the
groups Weber attacks in the
cartoon are lampooned and
erroneously depicted as infe
rior. ("A gay buzzer to use
against your gay friends," "A
fetus bank-it's real"
"Mohican wig-wear it the
wrong way"-"coin belt
Jewish ·fun"). To take plea
sure in adhering to these
stereotyeps and to overstep
the prescribed social boun
daries by flaunting them
gives one reason to wonder
why the free press doesn't
use its discretion about the
material that is published .
Now, please don't mis
construe what I've just said . I
do believe in the free press
and freedom of speech and
thought . What I don't believe
in is prejudic~ and other
forms of social hatred. I sin
cerely believe that cartoons
such as the one I am criticiz
ing belong out of the news
papers and into the waste
basket.
Anonymous

Affiliates to Fix
Area in Dining Hall

attention back to the
book ... "The rise of the new
religions from the east chal
lenged this function." You
nod your head aggreeing,
disagreeing, "Perhaps that
inevitable trivialization (triv
ia/ization?) of the image"... 1
wonder if Lynn called? Your
mind is doing it to you again.
Every minor occurance of the
last week and every hopeful

endeaver for the future
imposses its presence upon
your brain.
But you fight it. You shake
your head vigorously and
firmly plant your eyeballs on
the last word you remember
seeing.
Two hours later someone is
taping you on the shoulder
asking you to please stop
snoring.

To the Editors:
The Purchase Affiliates (the
college community support
group) would like to reor
ganize and refurbish what
has been a very underutilized
space on the mezzanine of
the Dining Hall for use as a
student lounge and/or acti
vites area. We hope to
accomplish this over the
summer and we very much
want input from the students
who will be using the lounge
about how it should look,
what kind of furnishings and
auxiliary equipment should
be available etc. Please, eve
ryone, take a moment before
you embark on your summer
activities, to send your
thoughts on the matter or
other tangible contributions
(posters, photos, objects of
interest that might help make
it a better loOking place) to:
Joan Probber, c/o Purchase
Affiliates, Admissions Build
ing.
Sincerely,
Joan Probber

•
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Saturday, the mall was bustling with sunbathers and frisbee players as
6 for more photographs.

a band accompanied their activities. Turn to page

Raleigh Lay,' 20 years old, studying marine bilolgy and
-human phYSiology here at Purchase, is presently training
for the 1984 and 1988 Olympics. Lay, a speed skater, will be
going to the Olympic training Center at Colorado Springs
this August. He will be training with national and interna
tional teams. After this 3 week training period he will be
leaving wit h the international team for Grenoble, France to
train at the Olympic Training Center there. Thansgiving
thru December he will be in West Dallas, Texas for the
I national invitational where skaters tryout for the national
and ultimatly, the international teams. His top time is 3.29
seconds off of Eric Heiden's world record of 14:3922 in the
15,000 meter heat.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Instructor Course trains instructors to teach swim
ming to the handicapped; a special highlight of this
course this year, the International Year of the Dis
abled, will be adapted boating, which trains
instructors to teach boating to the handicapped.
Instruction is designed for training those who
wish to become Red Cross instructors as well as for
those who desire to learn the skills. College stu
dents who enroll can arrange for two physical edu
cation credits through the State University of New
York at Purchase, Office for Continuing Education.
The facu Ity consists of college professors, Red
Cross professionals, and key volunteers from
throughout New York, New Jersey and Connecti
cut and elsewhere. Florence Huth, Associate
Director, Westchester Red cross Educational Servi
ces Department, is Director of the school.
The cost of the school is $140.00, which includes
room, board, books and materials. To apply or for
more information, call @r write Education Services,
Westchester Red Cross, 106 North White Plains,
New York 10603, (914) 946-6500.
.
.

Senate Resolution
The following is a resolution of the Student
Senate, passed on April 28, 1981. The word "Whe
reas" was reproduced here as it was spelled in the
text.
Wheras Kenneth Payne's firing violates all stand
ards of decency and professional ethics.
Wheras Kenneth Payne's line was offered to the
Freshmen Studies program by the Social Science
Division.
Wheras President Dullea and Vice President Sie
gel cynically stated that Social Science could not
offer a line since that line had been terminated and
another line given to Freshmen Studies.
Wheras President Dullea admits the termination
of Kenneth Payne's services was to enhance the
power of the Dean of lower Division .
Wheras Kenneth Payne is one of the best loved
and hardest working members of the Faculty and
his firing would lower morale and reduce incentive
for Faculty excellence. His firing would encourage
Junior Faculty to engage in political manipulation
instead of striving for professional excellence.
Be it hereby resolved that the Senate condemns
the firing of Kenneth Payne and fully supports the
studf'nt petition for his reinstatement. Be it further
resolved that we demand that the administration
respond and offer a public explanation for their
behavior in this matter.

Red Cross School
for the first time.. the WestchesteI-.Red Cross and
the Westchester County Department ·of Parks,
Recreation & Conservation (PRC) will co-sponsor a
Westchester Safety School. The Safety School will
be held from Sunday, June 7 through Wednesday,
June 17, at Mountain Lakes Camp in North Salem.
The curriculum offers Red Cross Instructor train
ing courses in: Advanced lifesaving, Water Safety,
Basic Swimming, Adapted Acquatics, Canoeing,
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety, Advanced
first Aid and Emergency Care, and Cardiopulmo
nary Resuscitation (CPR). The adapted Acquatics

Senate Elections
The Student Senate overturned its ruling declar
ing Bruce Brooks winner of the presidental elec
tion last month, and has decided to rehold the
election next fall.
This ruling was the result of a technicality in the
Senate Consititution which says the winner of the
presidential election must have won by a majority
of the votes cast. Brooks, one of the four running
for the seat, won by a plurality.
The Senate decided' that a committee will be
appointed to examine some of the majority/ plural
ity problems, as well as the ruling in the Senate
By-laws which says students have to have been at
Purchase for 2 full semesters before assuming
office.

Symposium Held
Over 250 people attended the 29th Annual
. American Chemical Society Symposium, held on
campus on May 2nd. With sixty-five faculty from
thirty colleges and fifteen members of ·industry
present, John Sharkey, Chairman of the Student
Affiliates of the American Chemical Socieysaid the
Symposium was "very excellent" and was the "best
in years."
Ten of the forty-four undergraduate speakers
were Purchase students. The keynote speaker,
Ronald Breslow, said the papers given were "com
. par'<ibte to-, ifnot-better-th-aft, AatffiRa~ American
Chemical Society meetings by older people."

Winter Consort
A:

The Paul Winter Consort and
Huang will be
performing together on May 15, 16, and 17 at the
Tarrytown., G.J:£!:! P, West Sunnyside lane in Tarry
town. Special student rate of $10.00 on Saturday,
May 17th. For reservations and information call
(914) 591-8200.

Bruce Brooks was disqualified by the Election
Committee because of this ruling, after the elec
tion was held. The Student Senate, however, over
rode the decision, claiming the Election Committee
had overstepped its responsibilities in the election
process when it made the decisior;. This decision
was made despite the statement in the By-laws
which says the "Board of Elections has full respon
sibiltiy for the entire Student Senate election pro
cess, and for referendums ."

Large Sculpture
Large scale sculpture by Alice Adams, Siag Arma
jani, Mark di, Suvero, Jackie Ferrara, Alan Saret,
Ursula von Rydingsvard, and Elyn Zimmerman are
on view in the Museum and around the College-at .
Purchase campus. These sculptures are o.n loan
from the artists, and their presentation at Purcha~e
is made posssible by the Sculpture at Purchase
Committee and by the Neuberger Museum. Al'so
on view are sculptiJres from the Museum's Per
manent Collection by Alexander legerman, Henry
Moore, George Rickey, and William Umbreit. A
free map shOWing the location of the outdoor
sculpture at Purchase will be available at the
Museum Bookshop in the spring .

..-------------------------------------------------.- ---------------,
* * * LOAD

QUESTIONNAIRE*

**

In order to improve the qUllity and responsiveness of The Load, we need to he.r from you. Whether you blve worked on,
loved, hlled or IlnOred The Load this year 1 we would creatly appreciate heartnl your ideas, "Dleestions, and/ or complaints.
Your comments may be anonymous if you Uke. These responses will be cardully lookH over durinC the sumer, and will
hopefully lid us In our Fall reoralnl..llon.
.
Qu..llonair.. may be dropped orr II Ihelnfo boolh or senl Ibrouah Ihe sludenl mall 10 Tir. Lou. They.mIY Ilso be mliled 10:
Tire Loual SUNY Purchase, aner Ihe sem.. I.. is over.
Are you; (circle ont)

A Sludenl! A Faculty Member! SIlrr Member! Other!
Do you read Tire L _
Which porls do you like the bul!
Tbeleul!

Please rate The Load's coyerace of the foliowinC areas:
poor
fair

eood

excellent

good

excellent

S'chool Polilics
'drnlnlslrali../Facully Activities
)[0

JUltlanities
How do you think this year's Load compares with other ytllrs?

Have you ever thoulht of workinc on The LOIld!
If not. why not!

RIve you ever been down Co tbe offICe!
,
If so, what kind of • response did you Cet!•..(eneours,inl, dlKouraginc, etc.) _
Do you feel that there is enoueh infofn'fation about The Load.vail.ble 10 students?

Have ),ou ever lubmJUed any thine to The LOIId! _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Were you satisfted wltb its treatment! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
If not, what could the $taO' haye done to improye the treatment of your material!

'iltural Sciences
;ocial Sdences
lance
rheatre
~

Itusit

.

I

-

..

Visual Arts
ichool Orcaniutions
!ichool events/festivals/ parries, etc.
Oulslde News

I. your opinion, what is The Lopd's biccest asset?

OUlside Arls/ Aclivill ..

Bluest problem!

What specifIC chlnces would you make if you were editor?

Please rate the quality of the followinl items in The Load
poor

fair

News Writinc
Would you be willing to work on 'i~he Load next year! If so, in what capacity? (See
••rlde on pi" 6 for I porlialliJI of job responsiblUdes.)

U you would like to be contacted oyer the summer about workinC on The LOIId or
1M orientation issue, you can include your name and address here.

F..lures WrlilnR
Artwork
Pholoplphy

r..,_

EdUorials
FlNlly, what do you tbink I campus newspaper sbouJd do?

Calendar
lack PORe
-

__________________________----------------------------__________J
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A Couple of Thousand Words ,
About 'The Load'
Campus newspapers, as well as there are simply not enough people ,
probably most of the other organiza no amount of good intentions can
tions at this school , are traditionally put out a n~wspaper.
run by a few frenzied , overzealous
Often the most difficult thing for
individuals who, at some unguarded our audience to understand is the
point in their lives, volunteered for enormous gap between the ideal
something and have been behind in operation and the realistic operation.
their class work ever since. The Load, The difference between what we do
as is widely known , is no exception . and what we would like to do is
Over the years, responsibility for dependent soley on how many peo
this cumbersome , disobediant child ple are working.
has been passed from hand to hand,
It is an endless job, but often
along with advice, warnings, anec extremely gratifying. The opportunity
dotes and a wealth of tradition to provide the entire campus with
rivalled only by the seemingly unsin pertinant information and entertain
kable Judeo-Christian society. But ment is immense. Endlesspossibilities
now to work on The Load is to be exist. The Load's facilities and organi
enmeshed in almost a decade's worth zational structure are good. Our only
of history.
limitation is numbers of dedicated
Despite our envelopment in The people . The rest is simple .
Load's academic , intellectual , philo
In view of our relatively invisible
sophical and social biases, we do real·
ize that to you , the reader , much of workings , we thought that here, at
least, we would try to give a picture of
our organization and operation
how
The Load is organized and what
seems, at best, shrouded in an impe
goes
into putting out an issue.
natrable haze. This is regrettable, yet
it is also extremely difficult to rectify.
First, there must be contributors .
The only way to learn about The The best , most efficient way for a
Load, or reporting or interviewing or newspaper to run is to have regular
design or layout or typesetting or staff writers, keeping one-time, or
advertising is to do it. It takes months occasional contributors to a min
of knocking around the office , mak imum. This makes for easier layout ,
ing mistakes , doing small jobs ; many consistent readership , and a more
get discouraged. But every year , we cohesive newspaper.
are saved by two or three brave souls
Up until now, The Load has functi
who actualy stick it out . But this is not
enough. When only five or six people oned with about half and half: We do
can be truly depended upon to write; have a few dependable, good writers
when only one or two artists come up who come up with an article on their
with consi stently high quality car topic for every issue (Fonseca on
toons ; when only two photographers theatre and film , Fink on theatre,
aie available for assignments; only Korman and Schwartz on film ,
two or three layout people , only o'ne McVinney on Art). However , these
or two staff members who are willing people are exceptions when , in fact ,
to accept general assignmnets ; when they ought to be the rule.

The activities un the mall Saturday were sponsored by the CAC
The Load , May 12, 1981

Writers should expect to submit at
least one article every other issue.
Newswriters should take "beats " and
cover their subject fully and consist
ently . This means attending meet
ings, doing interviews, making phone
calls, keeping an ear open. Some
such "beats" would include : Student
Senate, Administration , faculty com
mittees, student organizations, out
side news, Albany activities, campus
political activities , student commit
tees, etc.
Most of our newswriters have been
hesitent to C'ommit themselves or
their time. This year, we have drawn
from a small pool of newswriters who
did occasional articles as their sche
dules and inclinations permitted. This
does not work .
Aside from being haphazard and
unpredictable, the system (or lack of
it) assigns writers to subjects in which
they have no experience or back
ground. Ideally this experience
should come gradually, from cover
ing a subject over a period of several
months. Because of this and other
problems, many of this year's most
important stories have gone com
pletely or partially uncovered , (win
ter housing fiasco , presidential
search, the growth of Freshman Stu
dies, faculty cuts, Administrative
wheelings and dealings, the rise of
conservatism etc.) .
If writers covered one thing and
one thing only, from day one , they
would invariably get to know their
topic well and report on it compe
tently and thoroughly. Most likely,
they would probable develop a real
interest in their topic, which would ,
in turn, make their writing more
incisive.
" One topic" here tends to include,
before the year is out, bits and pieces
of every aspect of campus life.
Because everything is so highly
interrelated , covering one subject
usually ends up giving the writer a
rather broad education. Writers
could also be switched to different
beats, midyear, if they felt like a
change . In addition, for those with ~
less time, there could be the s'a me
small pool , of wr,itersfor Qccasi onal
assignments. The most important
thing here is consistency and
dependability.
Features writers have always been
less of a problem . What , you may ask,
is a feature? Well, the traditional Load
answer to tha't same persistent ques
tion has always been: " anything that
isn 't rews ." And, once again , there
seems to be no better explanation.
Even more than news writers, fea
tures writers , particularly reviewers,
should be regulars . As mentioned
before , The Load' was very fortunate
this year to have such unswervingly
dependable and interesting writers ·
covering most of the arts. Next year ,
we can only hope for more of the
same.
What we didn't have this year , was
a regular dance reviewer and a regu
lar music reviewer. These writers
would cover (review or preview) all
such events on campus with occa
sional outside reviews included when
pertinantor especially important.
The Load has, of late, operated on
the premise that a campus newspaper
(of this size) should concern itself
mainly with the campus. This is our
policy and it seems to us extremely
logical in a school with this much
diversity and activity . If one cannot
become involved with and invigo
'rated by a smaller, more personal
community , then how can one
expect to do so in the larger world ,
where effort and effect are so much
farther apart?
Other contributors, such as artists,
photographers and various other

staff people have been, up until very
recently, sufficiently aboundant. We
can often pick and choose our photo
graphy and artwork, and that iswhyit
is sometimes of higher quality than
some of the writing. We are very
lucky to have had some dependable
and talented people this year. But we
always need more. It is literally
impossible to have enough
contributors.
The last ki nd of contributions are
those which express an opinion. let
ters and Op-Ed pieces are not articles.
They do not necessarily represent the
opi nions' of the editors or staff of The
Load . They can be submitted by
anyone and have certain length lim
itations. Op-Eds are longer pieces,
also writterl to express individual
opinion.
After we have ammassed the
week's pile of articles, letters, scrib
bles, cartoons and photos, (often
amounting to much It:~;;, or much
more than we had anticipated), we
begi n the process called, not surpris
ingly , "production ."
Production consists of typesett ing
all the copy, readying the photos and
artwork for the printer, designing the
pages and pasting everything down.
This takes four or five days. It sounds
very simple until one realizes that
almost nothing is in on time (namely,
one week before the issue comes
out) .
Productions generally involve a
lot of waiting around , since the
design of many of the pages depends
upon the length (and existance) of
several different stories. Also, once a
story does finally come in , it must be
edited, typeset , proofread , cor
rected , laid out, and pasted down.
Often , people bring us things the day
we are going to the printer, expecti ng
that somehow we can just absorb
their story into our pasted down
mechanicals.
Typesetting is the process by which
we turn manually written pages into
the columns of type you see in The
Load. A typesetter is a computerized.
photographic system with a visual
terminal and a keyboard . Various
typefac-es e3n- be prffited O1"l'to a strip
of paper in many sizes and
configurations.
The articles, etc. are typed into the
machi ne's memory so that they can
be reproduced immediately if neces·
ary. Before the strips of copy come
, out , they must be put through a pro
cessor to be treated with chemicals.
Next, they must dry on the wall for a
few minutes. All of the type you seein
The Load is done this way. Headlines
are particulary tricky and require a lot
of experience with spacing and other
specifications, as well as a familiarity
with headline writing .
Before the copy comes out of the
machine, the typed article is proofread
on the visual terminal. Then, later.
when it is pasted down , it is proofread
again. Corrected lines are typed on
the machine and pasted down over
the mistakes. Ideally, each layout per
son should be responsible for the
proofing and checking of several
pages .
After an article has been typeset
and proofread , it can be pasted
down. The Load is layed out and
pasted down on large sheets of graph
paper, in' order to facilitate minute
measuring and insure straightness.
There are many specifics involved
in the spacing and arrangement of
each page . The design of the pages
follows a set of specifications and
guidelines which will next year, for
the first time , be written down and
explained in a small booklet pre
pared by the current production
manager.
continued on next page
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Words A bout 'The Load'
continued from pa
6
An understanding 'of The Load's
design and production methods has
been obtainable only through
months of work. layout people had
to constantly ask and re-ask questions
because nothing was written down.
Since there was no clear system for
the production manager to illustrate
the design of each issue, staff
members often had to depend upon
word of mouth instructions which
were easily forgotten or garbled.
In addition, up until the past two
semesters, there has been little con
sistency in the placement of specific
items within the paper. This year, for
the first time, most of the articles and
features have occupied the same spa
ce!. consistently in all the issues.
Betore this year, the paper was
arranged rather haphazardly, soley
according to what would fit. We have
tried to create a newspaper with a
recognizable style and organization .
It should be easier; for example, to
find news, reviews, classifieds etc.
week after week, since they are
always in the same gener,al area and
in the same formaCfheSe may sound
like things that one would take for
granted in any newspaper, but with a
tiny non"professional student staff
who get neither payor credit for their
long hours of work, every small job is
immense.
The purpse of paste-up is to make
the pages "camera ready," since the
printer will photograph what we send
them . There are many different prep
arations one must go through to get
various effects (enlargements, reduc
tions, white on black, grey tones,
lines, etc.) all of which can be easily
learned through a few issues of work.
Also, the booklet that will be availa
ble next year, will cover the basics ('If
Load layout.

THE

INQ'U IRING

and other materia l from the last issue.
This is one issue. It takes a week out
of our lives. Paste-up and final typing
usually start on Fridays and on those
weekends, three or four people
spend up to fifteen hours a day in The
Load office. Writers write during the
previous week, typists spend the mid
How much of an effect do you think
dle of week at the typesetter, and
ideally, layout people should be
demonstrations and protests have on
plentiful enough and quick enough
governmental decisions?
to finish in a weekend without too
much hardship.
Sebastian Saslimeenl, VA
However, when the staff is mi nimal
"I would say that marching has
and hard to depend upon, or when very little effect on decision making
things are late or nonexistant, who in Washington, because of big
keep on top of the hundred little dis organizations like the NRA that are
asters that go into each issue? Usually diluting the power of our politicianf;
two or three people. While everyone
.... Tt,ere are incidents of kickback.
takes a part of their week to write an
People rarely have control over the
article or take some photographs, the
decision making,even through orga
editors spend their whole week mak
ing sure that everyone does their job. nizations.... Money is the big voice.
When there aren't enough staff Protesting has very little effect. The
members, a few staff members get example of trying to organize gun
control was met by a very big
stuck with all the work.
Because of the immensity of the response, but even if we had suc
job and the scarcity of the staff ceeded with gun control, I doubt
members, Load people have learned I very much that we could make much
to ignore the bulk of the criticism of a dent anywhere, even here on
they receive. Most of the criticism is campus ."
offered by people who have no inter
Debbie Reese, VA
est in helping to improve the paper.
"I think that in terms of people and
This is an age old cry of Load editors,
trying to get the government to know'
found in every volume of The Load
how they feel about certain
for the past nine years. In countless
back-issues there has been some
issues, .. .the government really needs
mention of those infinitely helpful
to 'know. Marching and demonstrat- .
critics who spare no horrible adjec
ing does just that-it gives the
tives in describing The Load and in
government a definite idea of where
the same breath whine that they have
a significant number of people's
no time to give to change this "mis
I .
views stand. In terms of whether o~ _
erable rag ."
not it makes a difference, I don't
Whether readers have noticed it or
think
that the government listens to
tl
not, we ha;e spent this year trying to
people very often. I think that this
improve The Load. on A I ley els. We
government has a habit of ooing
have tried to acheive a consistency in
exactly what they want to do and
After letters, articles etc. are laid staffing, design, and quality, while
they just ask the people to make it
out, there are headlines, captions, attempting to make the paper reada
look good ."
quotes, the inside box, and various ble, relevant and responsive. New
other small typesetti ng jobs to do. features were suggested and adopted
The backpage and calendar are each (Inquiring Photographer, calender, Jose eamon, VA
" .~.I think that people going out to
done by separate individuals who classifieds, new logo, Inside Box,
work on their own during the week. more and larger photos, regular film D.C. or forming a small coalition to
In addiHon to pasting type, layout reviews, arts cover, an environmental get people to go to EI Salvador is
involves the use of graphic tapes to column, sports coverage, m,ore read
really good . I think marching does a
able layout... )
make lines, the marking and place
lot. It really shows how people
Next year we hope to incorporate
men t of artwork and photes, as well
feel .... The government does not want
even
more new features, but they
as many other bits of graphic inven
to hear it, but if people protest, it
cannot exist without the staff to do
rion (ads, charts, classified ...etc.) .
them. New features might include shows the govern ment how the
•
regular Purchase news briefs, outside, majority stands. Marching is a form
After all these minute de,tails are
news briefs, student organization of political victory for the marchers
done and checked, the paper is ready briefs, consistent music and dance because they show their commitment
to go to the printer. Our printer is in coverage, book reviews, a language to others who aren't marching. The
.' marchers show that they care about
New York City, which is the best local
column, and other items.
Every year, the editors make up a other people."
~ace to get professional, fast, cheap
printing. We usually use a school van
list of the ideal set of job responsibili
ties that would be given out were
to drive it down, but if one is unavail
able, wesometimes use state cars, our there enough people to take them
Margaret O'Grady, VA
own, or friends' ca rs. Often, there are on. These are jobs that we do ou r
" .... There may someday be a
no drivers avaiable, which means a lot selves, but which could easily occupy
breakthrough
.... ldealistically, it has to
offrenzied 'p hone calls. Printing takes te'n or fifteen people. A partial list for
happen. Marching has worked effec
twelve to thirty-six hours depending next year would include: distribution
tively in the past . By looking at a
upon when we get the paper in (the manager, supply manager, book
smaller
scale, Purchase, for exam'ple,
earlier in the week the better), how. keeper, ass't. ad manager, typesetting
the students rea~ly came together
much work the printer has, how large >manager, secretary, copy editor,
... when former president Hammond
and complex the issue is, and various someone in charge of transportation
abolished short term .... Hammond,
other disasters and malfunctions.
to and from printer, mail sorter, and
who can be equated to our govern
Next is the arduous task of retreiv-art / photo filer. Also, there may be, or
ingthe lourthousand printed papers . will be in the near future, openings
ment, seemed to totally overlook it.
Thi~ requires another van and
for Features Editor and News Editor,
He made the decision and the pro
another student to drive it down and as well as more distant openings for
test didn't seem to have any effect.
back. I\fter another day of frenzied Photo Editor, Art Editor, Calendar
The government is only going to do
Jilone calls, the paper arrives at the Editor, Backpage Editor, and Ad
what they feel is going to help them
office. Then there is distribution, Manager.
best. .. .They think about us, but I
which means carrying large stacks of
This is, of course, in addition to our
don't think they consider us past a
Loads alt over campus. (This is where constant, gnawing need of contribu
certain point.. .. Once, they've made a
tbereal Load devotees are separated tors and staffers of every kind, willing
decision, marching or any other form
from the less passionate hangers-on) . to spend a few hours or a few days
of protest won't change their deci
By the time all this is done (Tues. or working for The Load. There is always
sions. Marching helps the morale of
Weds. 1, it is time to assign stories for a desperate, pressing need for new
the people, if nothing else."
the next issue, as well as clean up the people, because, someday, after all ,
office and file the photos, artwork some of us may graduate.
,
by Michael Krieg and Lisa Collins
•

PHOTOGRAPHER
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Brian & Jeff,
CORNELIS VAN DER MOOLEN
Thanx for quarters, "God save the Queen ",
/I's
bee.hSWEt/!
JEG ELSKER DIG-IK HOU VANJ£. WATIS DE
"Suffer jet city", & Joan Jet.
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PRIJS PER DAG? HEBT U EEN PAAR OORYou guys have to come up to
Joey
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M-1-1 for a "taco" dinner.
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Kaola, Bear, Boomer, 501.
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MARK: Seniors I~:e 'll be: neurOlic we'll be: and friends
we'll be, FOREVER-I love you, Dina
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Hey McCloud :
They came from the east, west,
they were up, down, in, out,
and Buddy you better stop shutting that lamp off,
on!
The Bagle Boys ..... .
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Canoe much?
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Curly, little- 's', liver-boy, blond ie, the propa
gandist: Believe ·it or not, I'll miss you guys.
We'll synchronize our watches and meet at
NYU . Love you all, THE BIG H
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Carol Anne and Donna: Wish we ",'ere leaving in the/all
TO greeT the Queen. Dina
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PTS: As far as Valentine's cards
go, yours wasn't bad. Why not
try again for Memorial Day. How
about July 4th?

"You couldn ' t have been ruder,
"Carol G. and Bobra.
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From:
Jamie, Paul, Blaine, Ted, Liz, Chris, Winnie,
David, Richard, Marianne, Ann Marie,
"French", "Mel", Netania, and Brett
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Tom:
How do I love thee, let me
c ount the ways: I love you for
your chicken cutlets, your
cigarettes, and most of all your
yellow sweater and overcoat.

"Hea!1 break Hotel" closes its doors: May

Once again ;Oil carryon with out you
24,198 L Among its ruins workmen found: P.R.
tradition is tradition after all. Lo ve from
setting fire to her icons on the window sill one by
one kaka to another, Baby /I
one. B. L under the coffee table scotch tapilll

~~

Remember Ihese always: Livin' for

Wensday niles. playin' on Ihe swing. I'm gonna have a bab y pigout session, sex on Ihe Henry Moore. beingclulsy.
to

EM:

Sayonara and all that.

JR.
SteveYou're finally coming out of the closet?! We'll miss
your gorgous body running around the house.

YA y CHfI~r/}(;f! j!
Ms. GreenbombYou sure got it baby. Thanks for all the dinners, the
rides(when the bomb was ~'illing)and the cheer. Are y ou
one of my bestest friends ... you sure are!
-your next door neighbor p .s.1 have caulij7our!

DT and almosl runnin' oul of gas goin'

P.S. It'll never work but good luck trying!

"Later Sista", do up the
Boca Chica
-Norma, Tris, and Dozy
oats

H4NK_

Nina:5 feeT apart will bring us closer. love, Dina

To my cral.y friend s - Thanx for a greal year in college: one i' lI never forge.!

Two editors who work on The Load
Live down in the basement like toads,
Their biggest mistake
Was to try to escape
From that bottomless hole in the road.

To the sexiest .guy on campus
1 had a better time after we left H.Johnsons, and no
matter what ... 1 still think your terrific.
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To the man with the big ugly mustache at
WNAS: You should be careful who you
try to pick up on the dance floor or you
might be picked in a painful place, with
spiked heals.

"The Hell With it!" Get a Grip
Eileen, There will always be a Glass
House in the Forest. Just ask John.

Dear "Scholar" Robert,
Have a good tirr.e at Michigan State.
Farewell and good luck, we will all miss yo
very much.

Cl
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Certain members of the Purchase com
munity share a certain love bug, by infil
tration not affiliation .

Attention all you girls who haven't
slept with Rusty: last chance-he 's only
here for another week and 'a halt:

BONES FOR MERLY KNOWN
AS BOO, IF ANYONE KNOWS
HER, IS SA YING GOOD BYE TO
ALL HER FRIENDS
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EJJ:Naomi. KaThy. Lisa: Thanks for lelling the frip/tr
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join in on all The fun- Dina .
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To that pesky str8nger who
said he was "~iting his thesis:
In MY day, none of us had
cars OR IBM selectrics or snazzy
cameras. Nope! No sir, we had to
work in the mill and HAND l~ITE
our theses in our spare time!
You kids from Blauvelt have it
easy.
Love and kisses,
-Mrs. Marino
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Tom: Your upper lip smells of beer from

Brian - i love you, i love you, i love you
and Dad - Thanx for all the rides to school  lori
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Bluebirdfly to the ocean, don 't drown but enjoy the
spray!
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to the "we can 't believe we 're 22
gang," ... We can 't believe you
are graduating!
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capricorn , filling half the world in one car . Twisled siSler and do ya wanl

anal her whiskey sour? where am I? goin'brokeall:le general store, spillin' pennies on Ihe stairs. Phil darlink have
la been to Ihe club lately? myzippers broke-I show you,late nile typing sessions. ya vant I s hould cut holes in da bag
on yer head'! I'm not livin' in Ihe real world. my roomies gonna live on the swing next year. and etc.(the list is
endless). My mom willl\il ya'lI fat when ya visit me this summer. Thanx for all laughter we've shared,and the tears..
Thank God for friends like ya'ii. If we weren't so crazy we'd be insane.
There IS
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footage to its legs, C.K. in her cap and gown
muttering, "sign, signifier, signified" to a black
canvas, L L eating the vestiges of her last candy
bar in the shower, R. M . sucking herthumb undera
lanket humming the "Thumbalilika ."
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no such thmg as Deja vu at The Load.
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